
Nike Clinic 2005 
John Thompson III- Georgetown: 

Quotes: 
“It’s a good idea to set screens with the ball.” 
“Don’t fake a pass to the open the guys.” 
“Choppy steps before making a cut always freezes the defender.” 
“Always do first 4 minutes of lay-ups and passing, you can never do enough passing and 
catching in your practice. Followed by 4 minutes of shooting.” 
“ Your players must make all their shots- tell them that.” 
“Princeton Offense is based on reads on what the defense is doing- 1 player must make 2 
defenders think about him.” 
“Offensive play is open when his head is past the defender’s shoulder.” 
“Teach players to make plays instead of plays.” 
“Against zones- try to hit the zone overload person.” 
“At the end of the day you have to make shots!” 
“You need players to make shots and you get it after you miss.” 
 
Warm-up- Drills 

1) Full Speed Lay-ups Drill- (stretch your hand out and reach for the basket). No 
dunks!  

2) Passing drill (exaggerate your follow-though on the pass)- two hands on all 
passes- no one hand push pass- snap your passes. 

 
Princeton Offense- based on 2 parts 

1) Pass and screen away 
2) Drive drill-back door lay-ups 

 
Zone Principals:  
 

Joanne McCallie- Michigan State: 
Quotes: 
“You want your players to play free remove their baggage.” 
“Everything in coaching is about making adjustments- you need to be ready to make 
adjustments.” 
“ Coaching is developing people, you can’t have good X & O’s if you don’t develop 
players.” 
Teach them little things, that way everybody is on the same page.” 
“Never delegate a relationship- the head coach must have 1 on 1 relationships- have all 
their #’s in your cell phone.” 
“If you missed the detailed points you are in trouble.” 
“Lunging for the ball makes you slow on defense.” 
“Body position- the head is always on the ball- head/body on ball.” 
Recommended coaching book- Nick Sabian- So you want to be a champion 

Michigan State Match-up Zone 
Pros- 
1) Structure is similar every year. 



2) You can go from full court man into match-up- must always play have full court 
pressure. 
3) You have great transition defense coverage 
4) Easy to teach 
Con’s 

1) You can get hurt on penetration  
2) People making 3’s, especially with 3 or 4 shooters on the court 

 
Billy Donovan- Florida: 

Quotes: 
“Must be able to catch and dribble on the run.” 
“Ball must be in the middle to take away help-side.” 
“Weak-side offensive player must shorten the distance to their defender in order to get 
open.” 
“It’s hard to guard screen & rolls coming out of the post.” 
“If a screen is set properly somebody has to be open.” 
“Must set a pick and roll screen at the right angle. On screen defender goes below- step 
back- defender goes high- flash to the ball.” 
“On a flash if the defender is higher seal him.” 
“One baseline drive post screen in so wing can dump in to post or keep him from help 
defense.” 
“Try to create drills that work inside the frame work of your offense.” 
“When doing pick and rolls force the defender’s to show on help, and then try to defend a 
pick and roll.” 
“Bigs always set screens above the block so if the defender jumps on top of the screen, 
the offensive player can still fade.” 
 

Jack Bennett- Wisconsin- Stevens Point: 
Quotes: 
“A really good team will make the extra pass against a zone.” 
“Worst thing to do against a zone is to- not to hit the open man. Make plays for 
somebody else.” 
“Your team must be on the same page- reading the same chapter.” 
“On coaching your son- don’t do anything that will ruin your relationship with your son 
because you are just his coach for a couple years.” 
“Zones always over react to the ball.” 
“Must hit your teammates when they are open.” 
“Zone offense is good when zone defenders are chasing the ball.” 
“ Use air time to steal the ball.” 
“Cutting against a match-up will confuse it and make it less aggressive.” 
“Always cut to the vacuum in the zone.” 
“It is really important for teams not be beat themselves. Effort and aggressive are not 
enough.” 
“In a National Tournament it will exposure your strength & weakness.” 



“You must know who you are are- what is at the basic of your program? What about shot 
selection- talk about turnovers- you can not coach like some one else- you can copy parts 
but be yourself.” 

Things you need for a championship 
1) Get good players 
2) You do not control your destiny- a bad call, bad shooting- you can give destiny a 

run by teaching tough- what you accept and what you don’t accept. 
3) Trust your players- listen to them it puts confidence in them 
4) Emphasize soundness over flash 
5) You must make shots- you must have a player who will score in big moments- 

both are needed to win a championship 
6) Multi-defense is the wave of the future (I use a 1-3-1 zone and 3-2 zone) 
7) You must have a vision on how you want them to play and be- we can do 

something special together. 
Zone Offense 

1) Must space out against zones to force them to slide then ball- movement 
2) Cut and replace 
3) Screen the zone- screen the zone slides responsibility 
4) Dribble penetration make 2 defenders play 1 
5) Must misdirect the zone with a dribble or ball fake 
6) Go hard to the offensive glass- send at least 3 

 
Gail Goestenkors- Duke: 

Quotes: 
“During practice let players pick teams for different drills- every drill is competitive 
Team exercise:   

1) Ask the players to take a minute and identify what are the characteristics 
are needed to be a coach. 

2) Then rate the characteristics  
3) Then see if you have those characteristics 
4) Then check what’s important with your team 

Things to do with your team to build  
1) Have a journal of your players- have questions for freshman, sophomore, juniors 

and seniors- have them answer the questions in the journal- they also put in their 
plans for the summer, what their goals and work plan. Then use a I committee too 
_______ for next year. (This goes in the journal, and then each player receives a 
copy of every body’s commitment). 

2) Use a ranking system that is an individual do the ranking themselves and their 
teammates.  

3) Book List (all motivation books)- must stand in front of the team and discuss your 
book for at least 5 minutes, what they learned and how it can help the team. 

4) Show & Tell- players bring something significance to them and talk it 
5) Buddy system- (upper class with freshman)- every time your buddy comes out of 

the game, the other buddy has to tell them something positive – it works through 
the whole year. 



6) Players help with the scouting report- watch tape together (give the player a tape 
to watch on their own)- have the player focusing on player personal- have the 
player type up and present it to the team. 

7) Be very specific and honest about players roles- players put themselves in their 
roles with effort level and skill. Tell them how to change their roles with their 
weakness- I’m ready to work out any time you find me. Then tell the team what 
you said about each person’s role was- any time there is a change in the roles the 
whole team needs to be addressed. 

8) Talk to the parents about what their roles are with the team. 
Practice stuff @ Duke 

“Every drill is timed with a winner and loser- so players learn to deal with the 
pressure.” 
“Always do individual work before practice starts.” 
“Always start practice in the locker room- just like the pre-game speech- talk about 
practice goals (similar to game goals).” 
“Jersey’s are always tucked during every practice, if not have to run a 30. 
“Sometimes start practice right away with a jump ball and scrimmage, so it’s just 
like coming out to start the game right- same thing with half time.” 
“Every day have a practice player of the day (and one for the year) managers keep 
the stats.” 
“Practice how players act on the bench- everybody stands and gives high fives, just 
in case they do not know.” 
“Drills usually 5-10 minutes long- each drill ends with a 1 on 1.” 
“30 seconds for a water break- talk to them about the next drill (so it’s just like a 
timeout)- after the water break, go right to the next drill.” 
“Always do special situations every day and talk about the results with the team.” 
“Must be able to adjust and adapt every year- need to convince your team what you 
do have every year.” 
“Whenever a coach calls a drill or play the whole team repeats the drill” 
“Always scrimmage in 4 minute segments- so we win every segment- always 
scrimmage first 4 minutes and last 4 minutes of the game with different situations. 
One situation set the clock with 20 seconds- coach has the ball and can do throw the 
ball anywhere they want to. Players have to react to what happens to the ball (it can 
be shot, passes or thrown for a loose ball).” 
“Assistant coaches officiate- sometimes call everything and sometimes nothing- 
have them pick on certain players, so they need to learn how to adjust to officials.” 
“Never let players guard the same player every day- mix and match guard have to 
defender bigs- both teams play defense different ways so player adjust to what other 
teams will do.” 
“Always run for missed lay-ups so they focus better.” 
“Here’s a drill for post players with bad hands- do a the mikan drill, have two 
managers with balls, the player must take the ball out of the managers hand and do 
the mikan drill, also have a coach hit the player with a pad while doing the drill.” 
 

Paul Hewitt - Georgia Tech: 
Quotes: 



“ Closeouts (left side) left foot over offensive players right foot.” 
“If you can guard somebody for 3 dribbles, your team should be able to help you- 
getting beat on less than 3 dribbles is trouble.” 
“Give your players a plan so they can be aggressive.” 
“Chart deflections (any steals, blocks, charges and tipped balls). A goal should be to 
average 1 defection per minute. If your team can do that you are a very disruptive 
team.” 
“Every drill should involve talking- can’t talk enough- must have the same 
terminology.” 
 

Point Zone Defense 
Pro’s 
1) Easy to get into- defender on the ball at all times 
2) Box out responsibilities are well defined 
3) Works well on out of bounds situations 
4) Breaks up the rhythm of the other team 

Rules: 
5- stays between the ball and basket with hands up 
1,2 (quicker guys on the right side to contest shots) toes on the 3 point line, if a great 
shooting team, heels on the 3 point line. 
Man opposite of you is your partner, if he’s covering the ball, you are in the hole, if 
neither drop to the wings. Your next potential point is the person who your supposed to 
box out. 
If the ball is dribbled towards you, you rotate away if the ball is dribbled away from you, 
rotate towards- always open to the ball. 
 

Roy Williams- North Carolina: 
Quotes: 
“Do what I tell you to do, it will make your life easier.” 
“Don’t like to take a 3 on a pitch ahead, work it inside first.” 
“1 guy behind you in the post = score.” 
“On screens your shoulder by the screener’s hip.” 
“Ball should change sides across the middle on primary break.” 
“Any time you see your teammate is being fronted-flash high to remove the help.” 
“Don’t miss 3 outside shots in a row.” 
 

Brian Gregory- Dayton: 
Quotes: 
“ If everything is important, than nothing is important.” 
“Your team should play help defense, based on the fact that the man guarding the ball, 
can’t guard the ball so be ready to help.” 
“All defensive drills end in live action- build their competitiveness.” 
“Best screen is an illegal screen.” 
“Mismatches don’t get you beat, open shots do.” 
“On closeouts high hand, butt down, choppy steps.” 
“Use misdirection like in football make them think it’s going one way and go the other.” 



“When running offense, always get a post option, and a guard option.” 
On defense 

1) Always have elbow and block coverage, always need a defender in those areas. 
2) Protect the scoring area (the lane) 
3) Early help (fake help)- no  dribble splits 
4) Contest shots- high hands 
5) Pressure the ball- contest the pass 

 
Drills 

1) Sprint to the ball and stun (fake help) and recover 
2) 3 on 3 closeout- 
3) 3 spot post drill (all players) 
4) Ball Screen coverage 

a. Jam – squeeze the screener’s (then a high hand after the man comes 
around high hand to disrupt the shot) so he can’t roll or move. Defender 
getting screened goes 2 under- for players that can’t shoot. 

b. Trap (not  a true trap but with game slippage a hard show)- trap at the 
same angle  of the screen to force the dribbler to change direction and 
speed. Defender getting screened must go over the screen and under his 
teammate. 

c. Red- (switch) Contain and have a early help- switch to the inside 
d. 5 on 4 scramble defensive vs 4 defenders- no mismatches 1 guy on the 

ball, 3 in the lane. Finish the play with a defensive rebound- no excuses 
just get it done. 

Offensive Action 
1) Double away either 1) double together 2) staggered 
2) I action- high ball screen- 1 step roll. 
3) Roll and replace- force the defenders to make a decision- roll big and replace with 

a guard. 
4) Dribble hand-off 
5) Screen the screener 

 
Lon Krueger- UNLV: 

Quotes: 
“ The angle of the ball screen is the most important.” 
“Details are the most important.” 
“Put your players in a position to have the best chance to scoring.” 
“Always use deception and misdirection.” 
Use quick hitters that flow into something, flex, motion, shuffle.” 
“With mismatches, space out and drive and kick on the big defender on the perimeter, it’s 
easier for people to help in the post.” 
“In late game situations the fewer people involved, the better the situation turns out.” 
“Any time you throw into the post you need a definite option, not sometimes this or 
sometimes that.” 
“On pick and rolls if the defender goes under- roll into him.” 



“Your best player has to be your hardest worker, you need to convince him to never take 
any plays off, so the other players will follow his example.” 
 

Rick Majerus- ESPN 
Quotes: 
“The softest word in basketball is switch on screens.” 
“Guards need to have 3 different speeds, in order to be successful.” 
“When setting up for a players for screen and rolls, it really should be for point guards 
only, cause other players really don’t know how to use ball screens properly.” 
“Great free throw shooters always know what percentage they shoot.” 
“Make players run sprints for missed free throws.” 
“Great players practice with a purpose.” 
“When you get trapped, tell the players to go low, then explode high to get out of a trap.” 
“Stats are like thongs  they can conceal as much as they reveal.” 
“How do you coach during free throws?” 
“Set screens with 1 setting a ball screen for 3.” 
“It’s better to 1 or 2 good moves, rather than 6 bad ones.” 
“Don’t save any timeouts, they don’t carry over.” 
“Mismatches don’t beat you, open shots do.” 
“Any good big  big gets a third of his points from the line.” 
“Can’t coach  a guy’s hands, have to have people who can catch.” 
“Come off the screen at 45  degrees , it easier to turn the corner, also set the screen at 45 
degrees.” 
“Switch up your how you defend the ball screen, to confuse teams.” 
“3 times to front the post 1)  on a mismatch 2) when the ball is in the corner 3) on a great 
player.” 
“Talk about rebounding the 3, the long rebound- it’s the warrior who gets the long 
rebound.” 
“A stupid foul is a mistake.” 
“Always use 2 dribbles off the screen, it stretches out the defense, forces them to make a 
decision.” 
Things to remember when defending the ball screen- these things don’t beat, the 
backdoor, lob, early slip. The ball doesn’t beat you- make the big beat you on the screens. 

Defending the ball screen 
1st thing about defending the ball screen is to get over the screen with minimal help or no 
help, fight over it. On the show, the player getting screened goes under his help defender, 
the show man doesn’t move until his teammate gets through. 

Six ways to defend the Ball Screen 
1) Go over the pick 
2) 11- defender getting screened goes 1 under the screen 
3) 12- defender goes 2 under 
4) Miami- put the screeners defender’s step out to force the big to slip 
5) Hard show to diagonal- (never leave the body of the screener)- hedge man shows 

his arm to make himself seen bigger, after the screen, the show man gets into the 
passing lane to, make the player go backdoor- the show man leaves when his 
screener leaves. 



6) Trap until 1) Pass out 2) Until the dribble is picked up 3) Safety- see the man 
through. 

7) Switch and deny- talk-touch-switch and deny. The player getting screened must 
go under and jam the roll. The show man switches out not at the angle of the 
screen but steps up and crowds the dribbler and forces him to beat him off the 
dribble- then face front the post player. 

8) Blue- (ball screen in the corner)- push the ball screen, don’t let the dribbler back 
to the middle.  

 
Gene Keady- Purdue: 

Quotes: 
“Coaches must adapt every year.” 
“When teams switch a lot, screen your man.” 
“Some times do 2 hours of shooting.” 
“Dad’s rule- if the trainer has to take you out of the game, you are done for the day.” 
Drills for Post Players 

1) Mikan drill- use a weight ball, and hit them with a pad. Use a clock, 40 makes in 
minute.  

2) Rim Touches- 15x then make a lay-up on the 16 
 
 

Dave Paulsen- Williams: 
“Young coaches must pay your dues in order to move on.” 
“Coaching offense is the hardest thing to do, because you want some freedom, but you 
want to have good shots.” 
“Figure out who your best players are and the how to get their into a position to score.” 
“On the flare bring the ball to the flare action to make the pass.” 
“The goal of offense is to have 2 guys playing 1.” 
“Players call out what moves they are doing, either loop or fade.” 
“All passes to jump shooters are air passes, all passes into the post are ground passes.” 
“Guards must be selfish when using a ball screen.” 
“Complete all cuts to the 3 point line. Must use the dribble to penetrate.” 
“Sweep through,  go knee to knee.” 
“Never take an ok shot, unless the ball has been reversed.” 

Five things to in an offense 
1) Inside game 
2) Ability to shoot the 3 
3) In between game- curls 
4) Have to have offensive rebounds 
5) Awareness for getting to the foul line- make more than your opponent takes 

Advantages to motion offense 
1) Hard to prepare for 
2) Hard to defend 
3) Fun way to play 
4) Develop as players- can get better as the season progress 

Disadvantages to motion offense 



1) Too hard to teach 
2) People think it’s an equal opportunity offense 
3) Hard to get good shot selection 
4) Too much structure, teaching how to cut 
5) Poor passing team 

S Principals 
1) Spacing 15 ft apart 
2) Swing- very quickly, rather miss a player than give ball reversal 
3) Sharp cuts- basket cuts 
4) Screening & on ball 
5) Sureness- being sure with the ball 
6) Sealing in- 
7) Shot ready 
8) Shot selection 

Motion Offense 
1,2,3 fill wings, baseline, top of the key 
4,5  post at mid post 
Bigs- stay on your side for the possession- weak-side post player is a screener off the 
block, up and out. Ball goes over your head, dive into the post and make first contact with 
your defender.  
Dribble penetration on baseline (pass into the post, with the hand closest to your 
teammate, post step up, weak-side post button hook into the lane, opposite wing fades to 
corner, level with the ball, and other player cracks back (loop) to the level of the ball. 
Looping on penetration, circle wide everything is going to the basket. Any time a big 
steps out to reverse the ball, go right into a ball screen. 
Post options- ball goes into the post, weak-side post goes to short corner, and wedges his 
defender out, if his defender helps. Guards dive or spot, always dive away from where 
you threw- to elbow and down. 
Remember bigs pick a side and stay there for a possession, ball-side post up, weak-side 
screen. 
Drill: Shot Selection- grade shots  during a scrimmage session, a shot in the paint = 4pts, 
a wide open shot = 3pts, ok shot = 2pts, bad shot no points. 
4 on 4 on 4= 1 pt for a basket, and a extra point for the action being emphasized (for 
example is screen the screener action) 


